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Welcome to the NDHS monthly bulletin which will keep you
posted on what’s happening during the month.

Vale Gavin Jones
John Staats
On December 6, 2021, Gavin Jones lost his five-year battle with cancer. Gavin was a highly regarded and
much-loved member of the historical re-enactment community and a member of the NSW Corps of Marines.
The eulogy that follows comes from words I delivered at Gavin’s funeral, just before Christmas last.
What I would like to share with you on this day is a very poorly kept but public secret – Gavin had a
romantic obsession that consumed and preoccupied him throughout his life to the very end – a romantic
‘flame’ by the name of Madame Histoire. Yes, Gavin was in love with history.
Gavin’s lifelong romance with history began early as a boy in Cornwall,
England. His teacher Mrs Margaret Dan made history come alive for Gavin
– with field trips, Bronze Age archaeological digs at Bodmin Moor, historical
movies – she gave Gavin his first love of history and he was smitten for life.
She also sowed the seeds of something else; Mrs Dan would often hand
the history class over to young Gavin and allow him to teach lessons. This
was the beginning of what we all know and love - Gavin the ‘educator’.
An essential feature of Gavin’s passion for history was his desire to share it
with others - to teach it – and he was to do so, and bring history alive for
countless members of the public - in his role as a historical reenactor..
Madame Histoire’s seductive arts took many forms. Gavin’s extensive
library is one example – books, books, everywhere history books; another
was his love of antiques and collectables; but the one that I would like to
Gavin on ‘The Endeavour’, 2009 focus on today is the element that led him down the path to historical
re-enactment.
His story of allurement is a common one. Gavin began by collecting, and painting toy soldiers; this is a
serious business – what with researching the uniforms, reading the history, recreating battles - and before long,
Gavin was hooked on the age of gunpowder and the Napoleonic period in particular.
We now shift to 1999. Gavin had moved to Australia, married Debra and had two wonderful children.
One day he was reading a magazine called ‘Military Modelling’ and in it was an advertisement that was to
change his life. The ad was from a fellow in Brunswick, Victoria by the name of Dr Sam McCurdy – and he was
forming a French Napoleonic re-enactment group – the 21eme. Gavin gave Sam a call, went to Victoria and
was talked into joining the group, became one of its founding members and the rest, as they say, is ‘history’.
Madame Histoire had struck again and Gavin’s passion for history burned ever brighter because of it.
In 2000 Gavin joined the NSW Corps of Marines as member 35 so as to be able to re-enact closer to home,
but nonetheless kept his Francophile loyalties to 21eme alive through its sub-affiliation with the Marines. It’s
thanks to Gavin that we have had the pleasure of re-enacting both British and French – the best of both
worlds – and because of that, we have enriched the re-enactment scene by ensuring the forces of the
Coalition have plenty of French ‘enemy’ to fight.
The world of historical re-enactment is, however, a tough gig. It’s hard to earn respect in re-enactment
circles – as every reenactor considers himself an expert and a general – and are too often highly critical of
others. A measure of Gavin’s standing is that he has earned universal respect in the re-enactment hobby

because of the depth of his historical knowledge, for the faithfulness of his impressions, and for his unstinting
generosity and comradeship – especially to those new to re-enactment. Gavin had an expansive view of
the hobby – where all were welcome regardless of age, skill or impression – his vision epitomised the notion of
‘living history’ where crafts and every walk of life find representation. He demonstrated this himself in the diverse
range of impressions that he brought to life – soldier, mountain man, surgeon, artisan and scourger.
Another measure of Gavin’s selflessness as a reenactor was the way he embraced the public. Many
reenactors regard the public as a nuisance and distraction to the serious business of ‘soldiering’. But for Gavin
the public was the main reason for doing re-enactment and this was because Gavin was ever the teacher and
educator. He also knew a hell of a lot about how to engage (and educate) the public. He was a showman as
much as a teacher, and held the public spellbound in his animated, exciting presentations where he weaved
stories with objects, sound, smell, touch and vision, to take Joe Public ‘time travelling’.
Gavin was ever ‘the professional’ as a reenactor whether participating in a scenario or engaging with the
public. But away from the public eye, there was another element that Gavin loved – he called this ‘play time’.
Play time was where Gavin would joke, prank, tell stories to entertain and enthral his fellow reenactors – and
show off to Madame Histoire. He had a Monty-Pythonesque sense of the ridiculous and combined history to
create side-splitting persona, ad libs and ‘scenarios’ such as the parody of the British army involving (with all the
appropriate voices) General Disorder, Captain Darling, Sergeant Sweetie and Private Parts on their adventure
to rescue sepoys suck up the Khyber Pass – you get the idea.
Gavin also contributed significantly to reenactor folklore with some infamous ‘near misses’. One story from
2008 involves a marine camp out at the abandoned Old Sydney Town site. Gavin had been given an old ‘wallhanger’ musket that hadn’t seen use in years; he checked it, pinged it, measured the ramrod length down the
barrel and – convinced it was unloaded – pointed it downrange and pulled the trigger. The ‘empty’ and unprimed musket went off and put a musket-ball through the wall of a colonial hut! And then there was a time in
Victoria at Holy Plains Homestead when, in a poorly lit equipment shed on site, Gavin kicked around some old
boxes to make room for his camp bed. He also used one of these crates as a footrest, only to discover the next
day, to his horror, that the boxes were full of old, sweating sticks of gelignite that could have gone off with the
smallest disturbance. From that day on, Gavin was known as ‘Gelignite Jones’.
More dignified highlights of Gavin’s re-enactment career include his promotion to corporal of Marines in 2005
and thence Sergeant in 2013 and his heart-burst honour of being awarded, at the hand of the French ConsulGeneral Mr Bertie, the legion of honour from his fellow reenactors at Lithgow in 2013 – and Madame Histoire
smiled.
My last set of stories come from the 200th anniversary
Waterloo Re-enactment on the site of the actual battlefield
in Belgium in 2015. For Gavin, this was the pinnacle of his reenactment dreams! Gavin took the field as the English 102nd
Regiment of Foot, but was compensated for being on the
English side by the magnificent view of the attacking French,
- watching D’Erlon’s Corps surge forward, and then the firsthand encounter with Ney’s massed cavalry charges against our
Gavin (4th from left) being awarded the
beleaguered squares, to be followed by the final charge of the
Legion of Honour, 2013
French Imperial Guard directed at us, close up and personal.
But for Gavin the battle of Waterloo was not without its personal drama. It was the moment of Ney’s massed
cavalry charge. Our brigade formed square to repel the – all too real - ‘assault’. What follows are Gavin’s
actual words recounting what happened to him next:
“I’m standing there, with my musket in the air ... with my feet trapped in the wheat ... the [French] cavalry
milling around me, and our guys moving further away, the din, and roar of the guns and the smoke, everything
... my head was spinning ... a [French cavalry] guy comes down with his sword... it slid along the musket and
just caught my arm ... I fell to the ground ... my foot was tangled. I’m trying to disentangle it and (our) line
withdrew - it swung around behind me into a different facing, and I’m sat out in the middle... Next thing there’s
a French cavalryman standing over me, looking down at me saying “Are you in trouble, are you in trouble?” ….
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he said move to the left … I moved over and he raised his sword in the air … and with a sabre slash, he cut…
my foot free, from the wheat told me to grab hold of his stirrup, and guided me back into the square … [It] was
ethereal. … It was like being in the real battle except we weren’t actually killing each other … - that was mindblowing.”
The realism of Waterloo was not over for Gavin. On the five kilometre march back to our camp we got an
early glimpse that Gavin was not well. We were wearily tramping along the road, the oppressive heat of the
summer evening bearing down on exhausted soldiers after battle. Just ahead of us we could see Gavin – he
was looking unsteady. Our squad grabbed him just as he collapsed and we dragged him to the side of the
road at Waterloo. It was a surreal experience – to the backdrop of rank upon rank of redcoats marching past
– we gathered round our fallen comrade. Just as I pulled open his coatee, readying myself to administer first
aid – Gavin came to, and we carried and limped him back to camp. At that moment, we experienced with
Gavin a gemeinschaft or soldierly bond created by a shared experience of ‘battle’. It is something that has left
its mark on all of us who were there.
As we all know too well, Gavin’s diagnosis of cancer and with the advent Covid changed what Gavin was
able to do with historical re-enactment and our last big event together was Sofala in 2019. So, Waterloo 2015,
was a fitting highlight in 20 years of historical re-enactment.
Whether on the re-enactment battlefields, or off them, Gavin remained a strong and vibrant character and
fighter. In the last couple of years Gavin had a fight on his hands bigger than Waterloo; and there is no shame
in that he lost that war – for – eventually - ‘time conquers (us) all’.
But the measure of the man is not how he ends, but in how he fights each and every day in his zest for life,
especially in the face of death. Gavin knew that his end was near - and rather like General Cambronne and
the Old Guard at Waterloo – when offered surrender in the face of certain defeat – Gavin’s response to his
cancer was ‘merde’! He defiantly fought rear guard action after rear guard action with an elan and spirit we
can all admire. Gavin has, by his example, shown us the meaning of ‘valeur et discipline’ and embodies the
motto of his beloved 21eme: ‘je pass quand meme’ which translates as ‘I shall pass’ - I will get through. Gavin
has passed - but he passes on, in our hearts, minds and thoughts to a well-earned place in the Elysian Fields
reserved for the best heroes of historical re-enactment.
What of Gavin’s spirit, passion and energy? If Science teaches us anything it is that energy cannot be
destroyed – it is only ever transformed into another kind of energy. And so too it is with Gavin – his energy and
spirit lives on in his legacy and in every one of us willing to take his marshall’s baton forward and pass it onto the
next generation of historical re-enactment.
Gavin – mon ami, mon général, adieu.

Gavin (front row, second from right) at Waterloo, 2015,
moments before being trapped in the open
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Photo Essay
Gavin Jones: Reenacting History
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GRACE KARSKENS
Grace Karskens has again won a Major Literary Prize, the Prime Minister’s 2021 Literary Award in the category
of Australian History.
The Judges’ comments were; “By researching widely in the humanities and sciences, Grace Karskens has
crafted an epic history of the Hawkesbury-Nepean River.
“Like the river itself, this engaging work twists and turns, sometimes switching back on itself, to capture the
complex interplay between the waterway and its environs, the people who have called it home for millennia,
and those who have arrived over the last 230 years.
“Unlike some recent fictionalised works suggesting that a single massacre by Europeans soon after their
arrival, wiped out the Aboriginal people of the river, Karskens' meticulous scholarship reveals a far more
intricate story of interdependence.
“This includes the sharing of Commons land and crops, bush craft and tracking, and a mutual love of horse
racing.
“As Karskens says, 'massacre history implies that there were no battles, no resistance and no survivors', an
implication that is patently false.
“Throughout the text, Karskens generously acknowledges her fellow historians, as well as Aboriginal
knowledge-holders, and experts in the fields of ecology, geology, soil science, flood and fire risk, linguistics,
anthropology and archaeology.
“However, in drawing on those who have preceded her, Karskens has created a work that is fresh, vibrant
and all-encompassing.”
https://www.arts.gov.au/pm-literary-awards/current-awards
Well Done Grace!

Riddle

Quote

Two people both eat exactly half of a chocolate
bar and nothing else, but one person eats more
than the other. How is that possible?
		

If a window of opportunity appears, don't pull
down the shade.
Tom Peters

Answer to Last Month’s Riddle
Wheat
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OUT OF THE PAST …
JAMES EVANS
James Evans was born in Gloucestershire in England on the 21st
September 1798.
In 1817, aged 19 years, James was found guilty of stealing a silver
watch and was sentenced to six months in gaol.
But, three years later he was in trouble again - he had stolen 8oz tea,
4lb sugar and 8lb bacon, valued at 16 shillings from the warehouse of
William Barnard of Frampton.
He was tried at the Lent Assizes in Gloucester on 29th March
1820, found guilty, and given a harsher sentence of seven years
transportation.
He left England on 3rd September 1820 aboard the convict ship the
‘Asia 1’ and sailed with 190 male convicts on board of which one died
during the voyage.
He arrived in Sydney Cove on 28th December 1820.
From August 1821 to August 1825 James was a servant of Col. Eskine
in the Penrith area.
James married Isabella Irving on 24 March 1823 at the Christ Church, Castlereagh, New South Wales.
Isabella had arrived in New South Wales as a convict in 1820 on the ‘Janus’, she had been sentenced for
seven years and was also located in the Penrith area.
James received a Certificate of Freedom on 26th April 1827.
The 1828 Census states. Evans, James, 31, free by servitude, Asia one, 1820, seven years, Protestant,
householder, South Creek, Melville.
Evans, Isabella, (no age given), free by servitude, Janus one, 1820, seven years, Protestant.
Evans, William, two, born in the colony.
James and Isabella went on to have two more children.
The 1828 Census went on to record that James had 52 acres of cleared and cultivated land, three horses
and 24 cattle at South Creek, Melville. He was also the publican of the ‘Pilgrim Inn’, on the Bathurst Road at
Lapstone Hill for a number of years before taking over ‘The Emu Inn’ at Penrith for a short time.
Isabella died in 1835 and James subsequently married Mary Colless.
Mary was the daughter of George Colless (Convict, 1798, ‘Barwell’) and Ann Goodwin (Convict, 1804,
“Experiment”).
James and Mary then had a large family, 12 children between 1837 and 1856.
Mary Colless, was the fifth daughter of George Colless (Convict, 1798, ‘Barwell’) and Ann Goodwin
(Convict, 1804, ‘Experiment’).
One of their children, Edwin, went on to be a famous cricketer who represented both New South Wales and
Australia. James purchased a lot of land in the district of Liverpool Plains and named the station Bungle Gully.
James died on 29th September 1859 at Emu Plains, New South Wales age 61.
At the time of his death, James was very wealthy, owning many properties in the Emu Plains area, as well as
Bungle Gully.
Mary died on 20th August 1883 at Emu Plains, New South Wales age 70.
You can find James’ grave in the Emu Plains Cemetery.
References:
https://convictrecords.com.au/
https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/220231054/james-eva
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100 Year Anniversary

Make our historical society part
of your legacy in your Will

The Nepean Times in 1924 recorded the information
that Mr Arthur Judges gave a talk entitled “Old
Penrith” - describing Penrith as he remembered it
when young.
The talk was printed almost verbatim and a proposal
was made to form the Nepean District Historical
Society.
On the 13th November 1924 an election of officers
and the drawing up of rules took place and the NDHS
was born.
At a recent monthly meeting, it was decided by all
present, that a committee be formed to look at how
the society should celebrate this auspicious milestone
in the history of our society in 2024.
If you are willing to be involved in some way, please
let someone on the committee know.

In doing so, you can make our local heritage part
of your Legacy to your community and family.
You will be supporting the nurturing and
development of the society for future generations
of people who share your respect for our members
and their work.
You may simply leave an untied bequest to the
society to maintain its diverse activities, or you may
specify a purpose, such as ‘for the development
and preservation of the collection in all its forms’.
You may also indicate how you would like your
name and contribution to be remembered.
There is no obligation to notify the society that you
are leaving a gift in your Will.

The Federation of Australian Historical Societies
NEWSLETTER
I, Trish Montgomery, personally subscribe to The Federation of Australian Historical Societies Newsletter and I
was particularly struck by the words of Christine Yeats the current President.
“You will remember Christine was our guest speaker at the NDHS Annual Lunch in June 2021.
“Christine is the Past President of the RAHS and the new President of the FAHS.
With Christine’s kind permission I thought it was appropriate to echo her words .”
The Federation of Australian Historical Societies
NEWSLETTER DEC 2021 No. 52
From the President Christine Yeats
How History Matters
There is no question that the past two years have been difficult for each and every one of us, affecting our
lives in ways we could never have imagined.
The same is also true of the more than 1000 historical societies, family history groups, keeping places, and
community heritage groups across Australia.
They too have faced the challenges imposed by COVID lockdowns and very real threats and damage from
fire and floods.
We are only too aware that many are still recovering from the impact of these challenges.
History matters and we are looking at ways that we can work in partnership with our members across the
country to assist in ensuring a positive future for Australia’s historical societies in the post-COVID world.
To this end the FAHS will continue to honour its commitment to communicate with government and public
officials to inform them about issues affecting historical societies and museums, and to advocate the interests of
historical societies and museums.
We always welcome your advice on issues and matters of concern to you and your communities.
As the incoming President to the FAHS it will be an honour and a privilege to listen to you and to work with you
over the coming year,
https://www.history.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/FAHS-Newsletter-52.pdf
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WHAT'S ON

MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS

NDHS FEBRUARY MEETING AND ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING
26TH FEBRUARY 2022 AT 1PM
only paid up members can nominate
for Committee positions
Financial Members only are entitled to vote
***
PENRITH REGIONAL GALLERY
Various Workshops and Exhibitions – Summer Series
15 January 2022 to 17 April 2022
***
VALLEY HEIGHTS LOCOMOTIVE DEPOT HERITAGE
MUSEUM
Museum Open Day Sun, January 23, 2022,
10am – 4pm
Visit the Museum.
Steam or Diesel hauled Train rides aboard
the Valley Heights Mixed or the 1890s Sydney Steam
Tram
TIckets available:
book online now for morning 10:00-13:00 or
afternoon 13:00-16:00 session

This year has been a little different in many
ways for the Society and it needs your support
more than ever.
Membership Renewals
are still being accepted as your 2021
Membership ended on the
31st December 2021.
Payment can be made by direct deposit,
cheque or cash.
Bank details for a direct deposit are:
Account Name - NDHS
BSB - 032 271
Account Number - 683 727
By cheque:
NDHS
PO BOX 441
PENRITH NSW 2751
Cash
On any Wednesday between
10am to 12pm at the Museum

Contacts
Email 				
Phone				
President 				
Vice President 			
Secretary/Editor
Treasurer/Public Officer 		
Museum Manager 		
Business Manager 		
Site Manager 			
Ordinary Committee Member
Lantern Tours 			
					
Heritage Advisory Rep.
Speakers 				
Books, Photography		

info@armsofaustraliainn.org.au
During opening hours 02 4735 4394
Craig Werner 		
0417 271 328
Ken Wright 		
0407 473 530
Trish Montgomery
0402 086 088
Harry May 		
02 4732 1520
Ted Nowak 		
0451 035 185
Jenny Hotop		
02 4735 1654
Anthony Grainge
02 4731 2303
Richard Nutt 		
0407 014 157
Craig Werner 		
0417 271 328
or email:
craigj10@bigpond.com
Beth Moore
02 4735 1734
Richard Nutt
0407 014 157
Anthony Grainge
02 4731 2303

Meetings
The NDHS meets on the 4th Saturday of each month
with a guest speaker at 1pm on the premises, Cnr. of
Great Western Highway & Gardenia St, Emu Plains.

Please note that the inn alarm is
now on.
If you can’t make your duty day,
please change with somebody
who can.
Please remember to sign in the
diary in the meeting room, and
write any information in the diary.
pertinent to your time on duty.
Birthday Wishes to the following
members
Vicki, Bronwyn, Betty, Reg
Raffle Prizes
The society always needs raffle
prizes, so if you can help in
providing some, please take them
to the inn.

Museum Opening Hours
Monday, Wednesday & Thursday 9am to 2pm
Sunday by Appointment.

Disclaimer: Views and opinions expressed in articles in this Bulletin are those of the contributor
and not the views of the Nepean District Historical Society.
Contributions for the next Bulletin to - trishmontgomery1970@gmail.com

